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**Pre-requisite:** CS207 Electronic devices & circuits

**Course Objectives:**

1. To introduce the working of analog electronic circuits.
2. To design, implement and demonstrate analog circuits using electronic components.
3. To provide hands-on experience to the students so that they are able to put theoretical concepts to practice.
4. To use computer simulation tools such as PSPICE, or Multisim to the simulation of electronic circuits.
5. To create an ability to develop descriptions, explanations, predictions and models using evidence.
6. To create an ability to communicate effectively the scientific procedures and explanations about the experiments in oral/report forms.

**List of Exercises/Experiments:**

(Minimum 13 experiments are to be done in the semester, at least 6 each should be selected from the first(Exp. 1-10) and second(Exp. 11-20) half. Experiment no. 18 is compulsory).

1. Forward and reverse characteristics of PN diode and Zener diode
2. Input and output characteristics of BJT in CE configuration and evaluation of parameters
3. RC integrating and differentiating circuits-Transient response with different time constant
4. RC low pass and high pass circuits- Frequency response with sinusoidal input
5. Clipping circuits (Positive, negative and biased) - Transient and transfer characteristics
6. Clamping circuits (Positive, negative and biased)- Transient characteristics
7. Bridge Rectifier - with and without filter- ripple factor and regulation
8. Simple Zener regulator- Line and load characteristics
9. RC coupled CE amplifier – Mid band gain and frequency response
10. RC phase shift or Wien bridge oscillator using transistor
11. Astable and Monostable multivibrators using transistors
12. Series voltage regulator (Two transistors)- Line and load characteristics
13. Voltage regulator using LM 723)- Line and load characteristics
14. Astable and mono stable multivibrators using 555 Timer
15. Inverting and non-inverting amplifier using op-amp IC741
16. Instrumentation amplifier using op-amp IC741
17. RC phase shift or Wien bridge oscillator using op-amp IC741
18. Simulation of simple circuits (at least 6 from above) using any SPICE software(Transient, AC and DC analysis)
**Expected Outcome:**

Students will be able to:

1. identify basic electronic components, design and develop electronic circuits.
2. Design and demonstrate functioning of various discrete analog circuits
3. Be familiar with computer simulation of electronic circuits and how to use it proficiently for design and development of electronic circuits.
4. Understand the concepts and their applications in engineering.
5. Communicate effectively the scientific procedures and explanations in formal technical presentations/reports.